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天邊飛來一隻鳥
1V 王建欣
今天的黃昏，天空沒有披着往日金碧輝煌的
衣錦，她穿着的，只是湛藍色、繡有幾朵偶爾飄
過的雲兒的裙子而已。
我和幾個朋友躺在家門前的草地上，無
精打采地看着這毫無詩意的天空。正當我的
眼皮快要合上時，遠處傳來一陣陣的鳥叫。
「啾. . . 啾. . . 」，像是呼喚着我，要我繼續「欣
賞」這沉悶，但顯示着夜空即將來臨的天幕。我
急忙張開眼睛，以免錯過緊接下來百鳥歸巢的情
形。誰知過了不知多少時辰，只見天邊飛來一隻
小鳥，猶如一個黑點從天際的右方快速移到它的
右方。這黑點沒有半刻停下來的意思，牠亦沒有
猶豫半分，倒像是被什麼不知名的東西追趕着。
我繼續觀察着，可是接下來沒有老鷹或巨鳥或其
他東西在緊追着牠。我本是一個沒有太多耐性的
人，看到這情況時更是沮喪地合上雙眼，休息片
刻。
當我再次睜開眼睛時，天空已被時間不知不
覺染得黑漆漆的，星星和月亮還在休息似的沒有
出現在這黑得不能再黑的天際裏，耳邊傳來的只
有夜蟬的鳴叫。我搖搖頭，便入屋準備用膳。
晚上，在我的被窩裏，我不禁想起黃昏時發
生的事：為什麼今天只有一隻鳥兒在天空翱翔？
今天的天氣本來是很有機會看到這情形的......想
着想着，我再次搖搖頭，忽然又想到明天會與朋
友一起玩，便不敢再胡思亂想，急忙閉上眼睛，
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很快便昏昏沉沉地進入夢......
第二天的下午，我與幾個在妹妹所讀的學
校認識的好友在西貢碼頭的小公園裏玩耍，別
「小」看這公園，裏頭可玩的東西和可玩的遊戲
有很多的，我們這會兒在玩「兵捉賊」，那會兒
就玩「貼牆」。我們的叫喊聲、歡笑聲和跑步聲
傳遍整個公園的每個角落......
玩着玩着，我們精疲力竭，我把手放在膝蓋
上，汗流浹背，大口大口地喘氣，可是我仍興奮
不已，恨不得能在下一秒繼續遊玩。
在那時，正是傍晚時分。可是情景與昨日正
好相反：天空又穿着她那帶着金色鱗片的長裙，
大概她也覺得昨天那條長裙不是太適合她穿着；
雲朵也變成了一個個粉紅色或橙色的蝴蝶結，來
襯托這條華麗的裙子；就連昨天躲在家裏不敢露
面的太陽，今天也在裙子的一角，靜靜地看着我
們臉上所呈現的歡悅。
大約幾分鐘後，一個朋友抬起頭，便立刻喊
道：「你們看！」我朝天空看，看到的情形竟然
與昨天看到的一模一樣，只見一隻小鳥獨自從天
涯一方飛到天際的另一邊，只是這次，牠飛行的
速度比以前慢了很多，而且從牠口中所傳出的鳥
聲，顯然是比昨天雀躍得多......
儘管情況比昨天好得多，可我仍不確定能
看到那大自然的壯觀，於是我回頭對那朋友說：
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「我昨天也看過了......」
話剛說完，身後傳出的「啾...啾...」聲更為
澎湃，我有一個很好的預感！於是我急忙回頭
看，天上竟然有一個「人」字，緊接着是第二
個、第三個......啊！我夢寐以求所看到的事情終
於呈現在我的眼前了！那些大雁一個個排列好
「人」和「大」字，像百鳥朝聖一樣向遙遠的南
方出發。霎時間，天上的「人」和「大」字不勝
其數，這百年難遇一次的奇景，我一生也忘不
了！

回家後，我把這奇景告訴妹妹，她竟然說昨
天其實也有此情景的：原來，昨天在我休息片刻
的時候，天上也有這大自然的奇景，只是妹妹當
時不想吵醒我......
真是令人意想不到，天邊那從北方飛來的一
隻小鳥，是整群大雁的領導者，率領牠們前往溫
暖的南方......

2J林君妍評語：
文句優美，從只看見一隻小鳥的失望，到百鳥朝聖所帶來的震撼、驚喜，一
幅描寫得很仔細，充滿詩意的畫。
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Environmental Problems Cause
Shrinkage of Food
1J Abbass Gary
I have read an article about the shrinkage
of food. Nowadays, people produce a lot of
pollutions, especially air pollution, water
pollution and land waste. Air pollution causes
greenhouse effect and this leads to global
warming. When people produce more and more
greenhouse gases, the temperature gets higher
and higher. As a result, the weather becomes
unusual and natural disasters appear more often.
Droughts caused by global warming threaten
the growth of plants. As animals need to
adapt to the high temperature and diminishing
grassland, they decrease their size and number.
The effect on humans is profound.
The shrinkage of animals and plants would
disrupt the operation of the food chain. As
being at the top of the food chain, the shrinkage
of animals and plants would affect our major
food supply. When the world population keeps
on rising, humans will soon compete for food
due to the shortage.
Additionally, if animals and plants reduce in
size, then humans will eat less in quantity, the
ratio of nutrients absorbed will also decrease.
For example, if the main material that our body
uses to produce haemoglobin decreases, the
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amount of haemoglobin will fall and it may
lead to anaemia.
Species evolve to adapt to the environment.
However, if the changes are drastic or rapid, as
appears to be the case of global warming, the
adaptation becomes very difficult and extinction
may happen. It affects the biodiversity of our
planet, where species rely on each other to
coexist in balance. If one of the species, for
example bees, disappears, then most of the
plants cannot survive. It is because bees help
pollenate the plants. Therefore if bees vanish,
then the relationship between the bees and
plants will disappear. So plants will eventually
die out.
Ecological balance ensures a stable supply
of precious resources. It is a crucial pillar to
human. Undermining ecological imbalances
should be a priority for humans now. People
should reduce carbon dioxide emissions. It
takes time to see the effects, and they are hard
to predict. Combating the crises triggered by
global warming has already become a pressing
issue.
Local schools should reduce the consumption
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of water in order to lower the energy waste
and the emission of pollutants. We should use
fans instead of air-conditioners. We can also
decrease the amount of paper used with doublesided printing.
For individuals, we can reduce the amount
of electricity used in lights, televisions and

computers to decrease the amount of carbon
dioxide generated.
We should protect the Earth to prevent energy
crises and shrinkage of food. If we do not do so,
the consequences can be dire.

Feedback from Mr Tang Ho Man:
It is really mind puzzling that human, a self-proclaimed highly intelligent
species, who are well aware of the problems raised by pollutions, is still
oblivious about the profound consequences ensued.
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A Special Italian Restaurant
2J Lam Kwan Yin Queenie
Today, I would like to recommend a pizza
restaurant. Most of the people like to visit
''Pizza Hut'', "Pizza Box" and "Cheese pizza",
but I would like to recommend "Pepperonis
Pizza & Cafe". The restaurant is located in Sai
Kung.

The restaurant offers a wide range of dishes. It
is famous for its pizzas. The size of the pizzas
is really huge. It is much bigger than my face!
I especially like its bottomless drinks and
bolognese. They are great! The apple ice-cream
is excellent too!

To get there, you can travel from Tseung Kwan
O by bus route 792M or minibus route 101.The
trip takes about 40 minutes.

The price of the dishes is reasonable given their
huge portion. The quality of the ingredients is
also good. It think it is worth the price!

The atmosphere of Pepperonis Pizza & Café
is superb. The decor is simple, with white
ceiling, chandeliers and ceiling fans. It is a bit
old-fashioned but it creates a warm feeling for
customers. Something extraordinary is that the
table cloth is a large piece of drawing paper.
Crayons are also provided for kids to unleash
their imagination when they are dining. Also, a
candle placed in the middle of each table makes
the atmosphere even better!

To sum up, I think it is a great restaurant. The
atmosphere is relaxing and comfortable, The
waiting staff is friendly and helpful. Most
importantly, the food is delicious. I would
definitely recommend this restaurant to those
who love pizzas.

Feedback from Ms. Teresa Lam:
I have only been to Pizza Hut and now I would like to go to Pepperonis Pizza
& Café. Thank you very much for your introduction. I will go there with my
family next Saturday – I just can’t wait!
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Save Our Harbour
2S Rai Adarsh
Over the years, the risk of our harbour being
narrowed to a channel has been increasing
drastically through reckless reclamation of
land. For over a decade, this issue has been on
the government’s agenda on how we can make
better use of it. But despite how much has been
said about it, barely nothing has actually been
done.
On the other hand, there is an opportunity to
change this up for grabs. The talk has recently
started to come true since the change in
leadership last July as the idea of establishing
an authority to oversee harbour management
and development was supported by the Chiefexecutive-elect Leung Chun-ying.
Now, our Victoria Harbour is being flanked by
numerous skyscrapers. Therefore, although it is
still as picturesque as any other harbour across
the globe, it lacks vibrancy when compared
with other cities like Sydney, Vancouver and
Boston.

All these can easily make one think why the
government has barely done nothing to improve
our harbour despite all the time they have had.
Yet, I do think it is really a challenging task to
come up with an effective solution due to the
rapid population growth and limited lowland,
leaving the government no choice but to reclaim
land. At the same time, I too believe that there
is a good chance for better harbour management
through developing the rural areas of Hong
Kong. Therefore, the urban part of the city will
become less densely populated as people will
be more willing to stay away from the crowded
downtown area.
Finally, I would like to conclude that it is still
too early to make predictions about what might
happened in the future. The success of a policy
greatly depends on the support from its citizens
and we should all appreciate the effort made by
the government.

Feedback from Ms. Teresa Lam:
You made a reasonable analysis. I am afraid that we will lose Victoria Harbour
sooner or later. If it really happens, we can walk to Kowloon from Wan Chai
and our advantage of having a well-known port will vanish. It is something that
we certainly do not want to see.
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Why Do People Enjoy Eating Out?
2V Leung Kwan Yin
Nowadays, a lot of people choose to eat out due
to various reasons. Some people even take it as
a hobby and a habit, though there are both pros
and cons to be considered. This essay will state
the pros and cons for eating out.
To begin with, eating out helps to save time
because we don’t have to do the shopping at the
grocery stores, prepare and cook the food and
do the washing-up by ourselves. All of these
procedures take time.
Also, we can have a lot of choices when we eat
out, from Chinese dim sum to Western cuisine
like juicy steak. It seems to me that, the quality
of food is better outside. It is because we are
not professional chefs. Apart from that, high
class restaurants or hotels will also provide

great atmosphere and wonderful décor, which
make us feel relaxed.
Despite the advantages of eating out, there
are some drawbacks too. Firstly, the quality
of the eateries may not be guaranteed. Some
irresponsible restaurants may try to maximize
their profits by providing food with poor
quality. Furthermore, we cannot monitor how
much salt, sugar and oil are added to our food
when we eat out. Some food, for example
fried chicken in KFC, is indeed very unhealthy
and we may suffer from obesity if we eat it
frequently.
In conclusion, although eating out is convenient
and enjoyable, it is bad for our health in the
long run.

Feedback from 4J Lee Yi Kiu:
Whether eating out or not is definitely one of the questions to ask ourselves
every day. Needless to say, eating out is a favourite choice of most people due
to its convenience. However, a majority of us neglect its drawbacks, for instance
the health problems. This essay has clearly reminded us this issue. Personally, I
am a health-conscious person and thus I would choose cooking a healthy dinner
at home without a doubt.
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Banning the Sale of Junk Food in
School Canteens
4V Wong Kam To
Nowadays, nearly half of the population of
students is obese or overweight. To the relief of
this problem, I agree that all junk food should be
banned from selling in school canteens.
One advantage in banning junk food from selling
in the school canteens is that it can help to reduce
overweight and obesity problems. Due to the
fact that junk food contains a lot of calories,
sugar content, fat content etc, it is very unhealthy
for students to take in those harmful contents,
which may lead to overweight and obesity. On
the contrary to vegetables and fruit, junk food
is poor in nutrition and can adversely affect
students’ physiological well-being. For instance,
an ordinary burger consists of 1900 calories,
which is the suggested daily calorie intake for a
teenager. Clearly, it brings more good than harm
from banning junk food in school canteens.
Another advantage is that banning junk food from
selling in school canteen allows better physical
growth for students. Cell mutation and cancer is
attributed to the intake of junk food every day.
In addition, if students are unhealthy and ill all
the time, they will be absent from school, which

may result in regression in academic results.
On the other hand, if students are physically
healthier, they can have more time focusing on
their academics apart from better physical growth
during puberty.
There are therefore some strong arguments in
favour of banning junk food in school canteens.
However, there are also some disadvantages.
One disadvantage is that it will encourage
students to buy junk food outside schools. Bear in
mind that junk food is prohibited only in school
area. Once students step out of the school area,
they can purchase junk snacks in other public
areas, e.g. supermarkets, snack vendors, etc. The
original objective will be violated.
It is clear that there are both advantages and in
banning junk food in school canteens. To reiterate,
students’ health is of utmost importance. Are you
prepared to see obese and overweight students
running through the streets? Otherwise, junk
food should be banned in school canteen. I look
forward to the day when junk food is banned in
our school canteen.

Feedback from 4J Ho Lo Yi Vanessa:
Undoubtedly, junk food affects everyone’s health, especially children and
teenagers who need more nutrients for their physical and mental growth. In order
to reduce the intake of unhealthy snacks, parents also have a role to play. With
the support and supervision from both parties, I believe junk food will not be
able to penetrate into their diets one day.
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Act Now or Never
5J Chong Szi Yong
Titanic, the gigantic luxurious cruise ship
which was said to be unsinkable, became one
of the most recognized catastrophic man-made
disasters ever happened in human history.
When she collided with the iceberg, no one
believed that the enormous ship would sink.
However, when time passed, the ship bow
started to rise, the passengers started to panic
and fought their way onto the lifeboats, even
though they knew that there weren’t enough
lifeboats. Due to this reason, only 700 out of
2200 passengers survived. The survivors were
mainly the rich first class passengers as they
were stationed closer to the deck, while the
poorer second- and third-class passengers had
to suffer the disaster, taking 1500 innocent
lives.

It has only been less than a century after the
unfortunate tragedy, due to flowing icebergs,
which are the result of a rise in temperature,
humans are now facing another situation.
Nowadays, humans over-use aerosol sprays.
This allows strong ultraviolent light to penetrate
through a hole, with the size of Australia, in our
Ozone layer at the North Pole, causing more
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ice to melt. This destroys the natural habitats of
the creatures living there like Polar Bears, and
causes surging sea levels in the planet.

In addition, humans over-consume energy,
causing excessive emissions of greenhouse
gases, e.g. carbon dioxide. Thus, trapping
heat in the atmosphere which leads to a global
temperature boost, well-known as “Global
Warming”, bringing inbalance to the global
climate.
Another point is that humans over-produce
waste. Excess waste is dumped into the sea,
polluting the waters and poisoning marine lives.
Some are burnt in incinerators, releasing toxic
gases into the air, which cause irritation to our
respiratory system, and hence endanger our
health.
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Unexpected increase of heavy rain in some
areas cause furious floods and lethal landslides,
allowing plagues to happen, damaging citizens’
properties, and destroying farmlands.

and lower crop yields causing “food crises”
worldwide.
We know that all the situations mentioned
above are happing simultaneously around the
globe. We are ruining our own planet. our
health deteriorates. We are giving our food
sources up. Yet, do we know we aren’t taking
significant actions to solve the crisis?
We are repeating the same course of the Titanic.
We have already hit the iceberg, but no one is
getting onto the lifeboats.

A huge drop in rainfall level in some areas
causes droughts. It dries up lakes and reservoirs
causing desertification. It cracks the soils

When everyone starts to realize what is
happening, it will be too late.
The ones who will survive would be the rich
developed countries.
It is for sure that more developed countries
would have quicker access to advanced medical
services and food supplies.
In the end, everyone will suffer, but those who
suffer the most will be the poor.

Feedback from Mr. Tang Ho Man:
It is really ironic that with all the signs and signals around the world, people are
still oblivious about the imminent and immediate effects of global warming. It
is not too late to act. My only hope is that people can start to face the problem
before the ship hits the iceberg.
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Is Badminton an Easy Sport?
5J Chong Szi Yong
According to Wikipedia, badminton is ‘a racquet
sport played by either two opposing players
(singles) or two opposing pairs (doubles), who
take positions on opposite halves of a rectangular
court that is divided by a net. Players score points
by striking a shuttlecock with their racquets
so that it passes over the net and lands in their
opponents' half of the court. Each side may only
strike the shuttlecock once before it passes over
the net.
Badminton is now one of the most common
sports in Hong Kong. It is also played in Asian
Countries, like South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia,
and China. These powerhouses have dominated
the crown in the badminton world in these recent
decades. It is a sport which Asian countries are
proud of!
On the other side of the world, badminton isn’t as
accepted as we think it is. In the USA, it is regarded as
a “backyard” sport. Badminton is a game of repeated
actions, which always seems too easy. So it hasn’
t reached a point where it is as welcomed as football
and basketball since there are still doubts over whether
badminton is a sport or not.
But today, as scientific technology improves,
badminton has stunned many sport scientists.

sport on the planet. The world record of the
fastest shuttlecock speed, broken by Shuttler
Tan Boon Heong, could reach a speed up to
421km/h. Professional badminton players can
produce a high shuttlecock speed with a swing
less than 5 cm of their racquet! More than that,
a shuttlecock weighs not more than 5g could
deliver an astonishing force of about 180kgf in a
3m distance impact.
At high levels of play, badminton demands
excellent fitness: a single player is estimated to
move a distance of 6km on a badminton court
on average per match. Players require aerobic
stamina, agility, explosive strength, speed and
precision. It is also a technical sport, requiring
good motor coordination and the development
of sophisticated racquet movements. It drains
stamina massively. Believe it or not, some
scientists say that the physical demand may be
higher than playing tennis! But this still remains a
debate today.
As time flies, more people start to understand the
complexity of badminton which was officially
regarded as an Olympic Sport in 1992. Today,
badminton may not be as triumphant as football
or basketball, but badminton players are finally
recognized as world top athletes.

Badminton is regarded as the fastest racquet

Feedback from Ms. Cheung Pui Yin:
Szi Yong is definitely a badminton lover. Although badminton is not a very
popular sport worldwide, it has started catching people’s eyes in recent
Olympic Games.
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Daily-life Physics
5J Lai Mong Hay
When we talk about the word “Physics”, without
a doubt, many of the senior form students would
give out negative comments at once, as they
are struggling with this terrifying subject every
day! However, from my point of view, Physics
is neither boring nor terrifying, but very much
related to our daily lives. Let me introduce some
well-known Physics applications to you!
Traveling in a lift
To begin with, do you know how lifts work?
When you are traveling in a lift, have you ever
experienced a sense of loss or gain of weight? As
all of you know, everyone has a certain amount
of weight and it is actually a force that pulls us
down the ground. In order to act against that force
and bring us upwards, the lift provides a force
called normal reaction and it pushes us upwards.
Therefore, we feel something is pushing us when
we are traveling in the elevator.
Electromagnets
Application of electromagnets refers to the use
of the magnetic field between the north pole and
south pole. One example is the Maglev Train
in Shanghai. Maglev transport is a means of
making a vehicle “fly” above the rail by using
magnets. Maglev Trains are claimed to move

more smoothly and quietly than ordinary trains.
Besides, it requires less maintenance than wheeled
transport systems. Without reliance on friction,
acceleration and deceleration of trains are much
easier to control.
Investigation of car accidents
It is commonly heard in news reports that the
police can know exactly. How fast a driver is
going without asking him, how do they do it?
In fact, it is really not a complicated task. Each
vehicle creates a braking distance when applying
the “brake” of a car. By considering the braking
distance, we can actually calculate the initial
velocity of the car before the accident by using
the “motion formula”------v 2 - u 2 =2as
u is the initial velocity
v is the final velocity, which is 0 since the car
must stop eventually
a is the deceleration of car, the rate of reducing
the velocity, which is constant
s is the breaking distance
Physics is said to be the most intriguing subject in
science! It is highly related to our daily lives. Try
to look at Physics from a different point of view
when you come across it next time!

Feedback from Mr. Wong Hon Chi:
As a Physics teacher, I love the subject and appreciate the beauty of it. However,
quite a lot of students find that it is so difficult and hard to apply its theories in
daily life. This article gives us a few examples of Physics application. In fact,
there are many more examples that are waiting for you to discover!
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The New 7 Wonders of the World
5M Au Tin Yan
What are the most amazing places you have ever
been to? If you have the opportunity, will you go
and visit the Amazon rainforest, Vietnam’s Halong
Bay, Argentina’s Iguazu Falls, South Korea’s
Jeju Island, Indonesia’s Komodo, the Philippines’
Puerto Princesa Underground River and South
Africa’s Table Mountain?

A rainbow shines over Argentina’s Iguazu
Falls
The above places are the new 7 Wonders of the
World. They were chosen by a global poll held
by New7Wonders Foundation which is a Swiss

organization. It aims to create a global memory
by garnering participation worldwide and come
up with a list of the world’s greatest natural
treasures through a poll. All these places are
rural and absolutely natural beauties which we
must not miss.
Yet, we may forget that because of the rapid
development of different countries, the number
of natural wonders is decreasing gradually.
For example, reclamation destroys natural
habitats and factories produce toxic gases and
sewage which pollute the environment. Thus,
it is crucial for us to do our best to reduce all
kinds of pollution to the lowest. Otherwise, the
Wonders of the World will not be known and
seen by our future generations. In addition,
the government needs to put more effort in
subsidizing environmental protection projects.
Given more incentives, pollution can be
reduced at a faster rate. Then, less harm will be
done to the environment.

Feedback from 4J Hong Chi Chung:
The new 7 Wonders are astonishing! It is great to see such global participation
and the pure natural scenery in our world. We must take immediate action on
conserving our Wonders and the environment before they are long gone. And my
opinion? Go and visit these natural treasures as soon as you can.
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Re-distribution of Wealth - the Key
to Social Stability
7V Cheung Tsz Yan
The 2011-12 Financial Budget has been
announced with several amendments and finally
accomplished. Although the six-thousand cash
handout plan benefits a large range of Hong
Kong permanent residents aged 18 or above,
there is a large reverberation on the public. I am
writing to express my opposition towards the
amendment with the following three ideas.

and there are not enough rooms and facilities
for patients. Lacking in medical professionals
is also a problem on the medical system. The
Government should put a great investment
of building larger rooms for public hospitals
and intensively provide training to increase
the manpower supply to balance the current
shortage.

First of all, with the huge amount of surplus, I
should be pleased to see the hard-earned money
of our citizens creates such a foreseeing benefit.
However, the revenue should be used to help
the people who really need help in our society.
the Hong Kong government has long made a
pledge on tackling the social problems in the
territory, while the short-sighted Financial
Budget just let the public down.

Another concern about the Financial Budget
would be the equality of the society under the
plan. According to the plan, the new migrants
in Hong Kong who have not yet become Hong
Kong permanent residents cannot benefit from
the cash handout. However, they are also
working and earning money for Hong Kong
and undoubtedly play an important role in our
society. After the government being blamed for
the unfairness, there is another method for those
new migrants to get six-thousand dollars by
setting up the Community Care Fund. However,
to be eligible to get the money, they should
pass the mean test with the middle monthly
household income as the limit. Under the
restriction, less than half of those new migrants’
families are eligible. There is no reason why
all the people who have emigrated from Hong
Kong can still enjoy the rebate while those new

Population ageing is getting more and more
serious in Hong Kong. The Budget has done
little effort to lessen the social burden on the
medical cost. Although all the elderly can
receive the six-thousands, under the cash
handout plan, the problem cannot be solved
by merely handing out money to the users.
Back-up of the medical services should be
strengthened. Recent years, the demand on the
public hospitals has been increasing persistently
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migrants who work hard in Hong Kong have
no such privilege. It would give a notion to
the public that discrimination against the new
migrants does exist.
Last but not least, the property prices in Hong
Kong have been rising dramatically under
the misgovernance. As the wealth gap keeps
widening, seventy percent of low-income
families living under poverty now. The grassroot and sandwich-class families cannot afford
a flat by a reasonable price. The misguided
policy to the poverty market is just worsening
the social contradiction and never puts an end
to the gap. To maintain social stability, the role

of “small government, big market” should be
put off and the government should stabilize
the property prices immediately. Apparently,
just giving cash to our citizens can only satisfy
their needs instantly but fail to conform to
the principle of long-term development of the
society.
To conclude, the government is right in
principle to help the people who really need
help, but it is also important to consider the
re-distribution of wealth among the public
in the future by re-examining its legislation
comprehensively, aiming at solving the social
contradictions in a practical way.

Feedback from Parent Advisor (4J’s Wong Sam Yin’s mother):
This article is a comprehensive discussion on the issue. Concerns on other social
problems are also raised to get the attention of the public.
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One Small Step for All, One Giant
Leap for the Environment
7V Chow Nga Yin
Speaking of environmental protection a few years
ago, recycling bin was probably the first thing
popping up in the Hongkongers’ mind and nothing
more than that. Today, it seems that there is a
fundamental shift in attitude towards this issue
on a societal level. Not only individuals, different
sectors in the society have also become more
caring about the natural world surrounding us.

generations still regard eating shark fin as a
means of expressing their Chinese identity and
thus there is a great leap in challenging shark
fin’s place at the heart of Cantonese cuisine as
younger couples try hard to find alternatives
which can please their family members.

Growing consensus on environmental protection
can be reflected by behavior of citizens. Despite
the fact that the price of organic food doubles
the price of non-organic food in the market,
this is not a barrier to consumers to switch to a
safer and more environmentally friendly choice.
Organic farming practices are designed to benefit
the environment by refusing fertilizers and
pesticides, of which are petroleum by-products,
and conserving water and soil. This brings a much
lower carbon footprint.

Mountains of food waste are a common problem
in many affluent cities including Hong Kong.
Traditionally, leftovers mean good fortune,
excess and surplus. Thanks to the changing
mindset and rising public awareness on this
issue, an increasing number of secondary schools
and universities has started their food waste
management, aiming at turning tons of food
waste into eco-fertilizers. This cuts down the
volume of waste being dumped in landfills and
recycles the food waste. More importantly, their
active participation in protecting the environment
conveys an important message to students.

Organic food is gaining its popularity while shark
fin soup is losing its appeal in Hong Kong. Shark
fin soup has long been considered as a mustserve at Chinese wedding banquets as this dish
symbolizes wealth, prosperity and respect for
one’s guests. This traditional mindset of many
Chinese is an indirect but major contributor
driving some shark species to the brink of
extinction. The good news is that shark fin soup
is disappearing from wedding banquet menus
since more and more young couples support
the campaigns promoting a boycott of shark fin
in banquets, which are held by animal welfare
groups, that mark big occasions. Some older

Furthermore, more schools and commercial
buildings try to make better use of their roofs to
adopt environmental friendly practices – roof
greening and urban farming. Hong Kong can be
viewed as a giant concrete jungle surrounded by
skyscrapers. We can hardly breathe due to the
lack of fresh air circulation. To make Hong Kong
more livable, the use of green roofs is a feasible
solution. Green roofs can already be found in
Hong Kong Wetland Park, Parkland in Tsim
Sha Shui and certain residential and commercial
buildings. Citizens are even able to rent a small
area on these green roofs and plant their own
vegetables and fruits. Air pollution ranks high
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on the list of problems Hong Kong faces. Roof
greening and urban farming help mitigate the
air pollution problem since vegetation soaks up
a large amount of carbon dioxide and collects
particulates to achieve purification of air.
The Government also takes a crucial role in
environment conservation. In 2009, when the
50- cent levy on shopping bags was introduced,
environmentalists hailed the move as an important
step towards reducing almost five billion plastic
bags being thrown away each year. Plastic bags
are non-biodegradable and can take years to
decompose naturally. This compulsory tax is
remarkably effective, which enables consumers
to think twice before using a plastic carrier bag
indiscriminately and transforms their shopping
behaviors. The implementation of the levy
encourages the general public to bring their own
reusable shopping bags and brings green living
into practice.
At the same time, electric cars are gradually
becoming a major trend in the motor industry. The
government currently promotes the public use

of cars powered by clean energy since they are
zero emission vehicles which greatly improves
roadside air quality. At this stage, electric cars
have not yet entered the general consumer
market. The government is still preparing the
wider use of electric vehicles in the near future by
developing supporting facilities, for instance, the
charging system in car parks and uniform battery
recharging infrastructure. The introduction of
electric cars into the motor market is expected to
reduce exhaust emission which will benefit both
pedestrians and shop owners, building a greener
and healthier Hong Kong.
In short, the government has put much greater
effort in creating a city with sustainable
development by introducing environmental
friendly policies and have achieved remarkable
results. However, citizens’ support counts.
Hopefully, the government will take more
measures to induce members of the public to
make more changes which are beneficial to the
environment and to realize that environmental
protection is a responsibility that everyone must
share.

Feedback from 4V Yip Wai Leung:
This article can reflect that Hong Kong environment is getting worse and it was high
time that we took measures to solve the problem. Also, it provides us with a good
opportunity to reflect how much we dedicate ourselves to environmental protection
and how importance it is for us to conserve our planet. As our Chinese proverb
goes, ‘You can’t clap with one hand only’, without the support from every one of
us, there is nothing much the government and the green groups can do to save
the environment.
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Fresh Water Shortage – the Most
Menacing Obstacle to Human Survival
7V Leung Hoi Huen
People are generally concerned about the
environment but they seldom take action to
deal with serious environmental problems such
that the situation is getting worse and worse.
Among all the problems, the shortage of fresh
water poses the greatest threat to human and
the society. As 75% of the Earth is covered by
oceans, only 2.5% of the water can be drunk
by animals. While the water is already scarce,
industries and factories keep on releasing
untreated water, which is full of toxins and
chemicals, into the sea further lowers the
availability of drinkable water.
Once there is fresh water crisis, nobody will
be capable of fighting against it to struggle for
their survival. Compared to global warming,
pollutions or the overfishing problems, fresh
water crisis threatens our lives directly. Human
beings cannot stand having no water for more
than a week, although global warming and
pollutions may bring us high temperature,
contaminated air and water would be harmful
to our health in the long run. In Africa, people
cannot drink fresh water as they are so poor to
have the undrinkable water boiled and treated.
A lot of them thus suffer from diseases such as
abdominal distension or even die. Nowadays,
already about one-fifth of people in the world

do not have enough fresh water supply. US
scientists estimate that 36 states will have
to deal with this problem in the coming 3
to 5 years. Therefore, fresh water shortage
can be considered as the most dangerous
environmental problem.
Shortage of fresh water affects the food chain
and causes an irreversible damage to our
ecology. Compared with over-fishing, the
influence brought by this problem is even more
emergent as there are solutions to reduce overfishing but not for the shortage of clean water.
The truth is that more fish and animals will
die from the lack of clean water and, frankly
speaking, the amount of pollutants dumped into
the waters is hard to be controlled or monitored.
But for over-fishing, there are already laws set
up to limit the fishing activities. For example,
there will be a kind of moratorium to allow fish
to reproduce at a particular time or weather.
What’s more, the authorities have established
conservation areas and marine parks where
fishing is prohibited. In brief, the danger of
water crisis is more than what we can imagine.
Indeed, most of the people in the world are not
alarmed by this issue and still take fresh water
for granted. This situation is quite worrying that
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people are not alert so they keep on wasting
water or polluting this valuable resource.
Maybe this is uncommon in Hong Kong, but
the shortage is indeed threatening a lot of
countries such as New Mexico and Africa and is
also spreading worldwide in a dramatically high
speed that it would be too late to regret when it
comes near us. Moreover, it may lead to many
other further problems. For instance, wars may
occur between countries to fight for clean water
resource. Eventually, only rich people might be
able to get it and the poor will have to suffer.
These can hardly be imagine at this instant but
are very likely to happen if we still ignore the
fact of water crisis.

All in all, although Hong Kong people are
concerned about global warming and pollutions,
fresh water shortage would be harming us
directly soon in the future by threatening
our lives, damaging our ecological cycle and
leading to further critical problems. Among
those other environmental problems, shortage
of fresh water is the most dangerous in the long
run and we must start treasuring our drinkable
water from now on and think of more proper
solutions to conserve our fresh water – our
world.

Feedback from 4V Leung Yan Kit:
The essay clearly describes the current issue about water shortage with strong
evidence. The structure is also well-organized. It successfully informs us of the
risks we are taking if we do not pay attention to the water crisis and arouses our
awareness on the issue.
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